
Outdoor  Veranda  Epoxy  and
Waterproofing
Epoxy flooring is often used indoors in spaces such as garage
and retail stores, and occasionally as kitchen countertops. If
you are ever wondering if it can be used outdoors, well the
answer is a big YES!

A veranda is one of the many spaces outside of your home or
establishment  where  you  could  install  epoxy  flooring.  In
addition to that, a veranda is an open-roofed platform along
the outside of a building, level with the ground floor. Being
located outside means exposure to different factors caused by
natural phenomena.

For this reason, it is ideal to have a durable floor for
verandas that could withstand outdoor elements and provide a
safe  outdoor  space.  If  you  are  looking  for  a  flooring
specialist that you can trust, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane is
here! With years of experience in the flooring industry, we
guarantee to provide the best flooring solutions for your
flooring needs. Having epoxy flooring for your veranda will
not only make your space safer but it will also make it
attractive and easy to clean.

Perfect Flooring for Your Veranda

There are several benefits to choosing epoxy for your outdoor
veranda floor. Epoxy is one of the most durable floor coatings
for outdoor spaces. It can transform existing verandas into
beautiful outdoor spaces.
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Outdoor  spaces  like  verandas  should  have  floors  that  is
capable of withstanding different weather conditions. Whether
it be the sun or rain, your floors should be able to go with
the flow. With epoxy flooring as your choice, your floors are
heat-resistant and waterproof! How cool is that?

Imagine replacing the wooden floor with epoxy that would be
amazing. Photo by Michael on Unsplash

Epoxy flooring is a great choice for outdoor spaces. Here are
more  reasons  why  epoxy  is  an  excellent  choice  for  your
veranda:

Durable

This is probably the thing most people love about epoxy. Its
durability guarantees you almost half a lifetime as long as
installed properly by a professional. There’s a big difference
between a professionally installed epoxy flooring compared to
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hardware-bought DIY kits. Even on your veranda, epoxy floor
will still perform well to your needs. To ensure your epoxy
floor’s  full  potential,  opt  for  a  professional  floor
specialist.

Affordable

Most people pour their money on improving the indoor spaces of
their homes, eventually neglecting what’s left outdoors. They
do this knowing that outdoor spaces, especially the floors,
will be exposed to various elements anyway. With epoxy, you
need not spend a lot of money and still provide the need for
your outdoor space. It also saves you money in the long run
since it’s easy to clean, just grab a bar of soap and a pail
of water. Also, take note that you get more value for your
money if epoxy was installed right by a professional. Find out
more about how much it will cost here.

Long-lasting

Having good floors that last long is a good investment. With
epoxy flooring, you get the most out of your outdoor floor.
Given their durability, epoxy floors can last up to 15 years.
But of course, there are factors that can affect the longevity
of  your  flooring.  Proper  preparation,  installation,  and
maintenance are just some of the key factors to consider for
you to have long-lasting epoxy floors in your veranda.
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Customizable

Your outdoor floors don’t need to be boring. Epoxy floors will
give life to your veranda. With a wide variety of designs and
colours to choose from, you could achieve whatever you are
aiming for. Furthermore, additional features aren’t limited to
aesthetics. You could opt for anti-slip features if you want
extra caution against slip-and-fall accidents. You could also
request for polyurethane or urethane topcoat which works great
in protecting your floors against heavy exposure to sun and UV
rays. And if you really want to, we could make your floors
look like stars in the night sky by opting for a glow-in-dark
feature.  Glow  in  the  dark  epoxy  floor  is  great  for  your
covered footpath and paving.

Is Epoxy Flooring Waterproof?

YES. With today’s innovative flooring solution, you don’t need
to worry about damaged floors due to sudden or prolong liquid
exposure. Unlike other flooring systems, epoxy doesn’t absorb
water. It is seamless, so it doesn’t have areas where water
can seep through and inhibit bacteria. This makes it a perfect
choice for your veranda.

Aside from being waterproof, epoxy also make your floor mould
and mildew proof. Epoxy extends the life of your concrete
floor underneath, shielding it against harmful elements. This
amazing product saves you money and fulfills your need for an
exceptional floor.



It’s all up to you!

The decision is in your hands. Having good floors for your
outdoor space is important. Choosing epoxy will not just make
it beautiful but also protect your floor against different
elements. With so much benefits under its wing, epoxy is an
all-in-one product.

You will not regret choosing epoxy for your veranda. If you
want to know more exciting possibilities for your outdoor
floor, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane is more than willing to help
you out! Every floor is unique and needs a specific innovative
solution.

Achieving  perfect  floor  for  your  veranda  is  a  call  away.
Contact us now for a sample inspection or free quote.

It’s not just about adding spark onto your floors, it’s making
an investment! Outdoor veranda epoxy here we go.
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